Recent work in automatic question answering has called for question taxonomies as a critical component of the process of machine understanding of questions. There is a long tradition of classifying questions in library reference services, and digital reference services have a strong need for automation to support scalability. Digital reference and question answering systems have the potential to arrive at a highly fruitful symbiosis. In order to move towards this goal, an extensive review was conducted of bodies of literature from several fields that deal with questions, to identify question taxonomies that exist in these bodies of literature. In the course of this review, five question taxonomies were identified, at four levels of linguistic analysis.
Introduction
The growth in the past decade of both the infrastructure and the number of users of the Internet has enabled a corresponding growth in the number of users of digital reference services on the Internet. This increase in the use of digital reference services has led to increases in the number of questions received by these services, thus putting a strain on the human intermediaries in these services. Both the ability of a reference service to scale up to handle an increasingly large number of questions, and the quality of the answers provided, is directly affected by the extent of automation employed by that service: the more processes that are automated, the more of the human intermediaries' time and effort can be dedicated to tasks that cannot yet be automated. There is, now more than ever, an increased and immediate need for automation in digital reference services.
A good deal of research and development has been conducted on the automation of one of the most important tasks in providing digital reference service: the task of answer formulation. Unfortunately, this research and development has not been within the arena of digital reference. Rather, it has been within the arena of question answering (QA). QA research grew out of the development of story understanding systems; perhaps the first attempt to automate the process of formulating answers to questions was Lehnert's (1978) system named QUALM. QUALM attempted to replicate the process by which humans understand and answer questions. These questions concerned short stories of a be understood. A component of the understanding process, it is further argued, is the classification of the question. This question classification may not be a conscious, but it is a necessary cognitive process for the answerer to determine the appropriate content and form of the answer. For example, to respond to the question "Do you have the time?" with the answer "Yes," indicates a misclassification of the question both in terms of the appropriate content and form of the answer: the appropriate content of an answer to this question is a statement of the time, rather than yes or no, and the appropriate form is to perform an action, specifically to look at one's watch and to speak the time, rather than to provide a factual response.
In order to develop TREC-like QA systems for use in digital reference services, it will be necessary to identify taxonomies that may be utilized to classify questions received by digital reference services. One of the fundamental tasks in library work is classification, and taxonomies already exist that have been used to classify questions in reference services. The question that this paper therefore seeks to answer is: what criteria exist along which taxonomies of digital reference questions have been formed? In order to answer that question, existing classification schemes for questions were identified, as well as the level of analysis along which these schemes classify questions.
Fields of Literature Reviewed
An extensive review was conducted of bodies of literature from several fields that deal with questions. This review was conducted to identify question taxonomies that exist in these bodies of literature. The fields that deal with questions that were reviewed for this study were: question answering, desk and digital reference, and linguistics. Each of these fields deals with questions for different reasons and treats questions as quite different sorts of entities.
Question answering
The field of QA treats questions as something to which one and only one correct answer exists. The answer may not be found by any given QA system, and the answer may not even exist in the document corpus available to the system -but an answer exists, and if the corpus is correct and the system is good then it will be found. This perspective on questions is summed up quite succinctly in the track report from the first TREC QA track in 1999 (Voorhees, 1999, p. 77): "The goal in the QA task is to retrieve small snippets of text that contain the actual answer to a question rather than the document lists traditionally returned by text retrieval systems. The assumption is that users would usually prefer to be given the answer rather than find the answer themselves in a document."
The assumption that users would prefer to be given an answer rather than find an answer themselves may be debatable, but more important is that this assumption rests on another assumption: that an answer can be contained in a small snippet of text. As discussed above, more recent TREC QA tracks require the integration of information from multiple sources in formulating answers, but the assumption is still that answers may be formulated in small snippets -though the 2002 QA track required a list of small snippets, rather than a single small snippet (Voorhees, 2002) .
Desk and digital reference
Library reference, both desk and digital, on the other hand, has a very different approach to what a question is and what is the best way to answer one. Indeed, the approach to questions taken by reference librarians is nearly diametrically opposed to that taken by QA systems. First, while QA systems accept the initial query put to the system as the question to be answered, it is widely acknowledged in library reference that a patron's initial question is not actually the question he or she means to ask (see for example, Eichman, 1978; Lynch, 1978; Taylor, 1968) . Belkin, Oddy, and Brooks' (1982) wellknown ASK hypothesis states that an individual's information need arises from an "anomaly" or gap in that individual's "state of knowledge," but that the individual is generally unable to articulate what that gap is, or what would be required to fill it. Taylor (1968) outlines four levels of question formation: the first of these, the visceral need, is analogous to the "anomalous state of knowledge." The second level, the conscious need, is the point at which the individual is able to articulate his or her information need, but as Taylor states, "it will probably be an ambiguous and rambling statement" (p. 182). This inability to clearly articulate a question is unsurprising: Miyake and Norman (1979) suggest that in order to even formulate a question, an individual must possess a framework of knowledge about the subject area in which the question occurs. The role of the reference librarian has therefore been referred to as mind-reading (Lynch, 1978) : to provide an answer when the patron may not even be able to articulate the question.
Another way in which library reference differs from QA systems is in the view taken of answers. While QA treats questions as something to which one and only one correct answer exists, library reference acknowledges that what is an acceptable answer varies depending on the patron's current situation. This position is fundamental to the theory of sense-making, made popular by Dervin and colleagues (Dervin, 1977 (Dervin, , 1983 Dervin and Dewdney, 1986) : while different individuals may formulate similar or even identical questions, the content and form of an answer that will be useful to these individuals may differ depending on the different situations in which these individuals find themselves.
There is thus limited utility in attempting to find the answer to a question; instead, a useful answer is one that helps an individual move through the situation that gave rise to the question, and what is useful may differ for every individual and situation.
Linguistics
Linguistics takes yet a different approach to the nature of questions. A common framework is the breakdown of linguistic analysis into seven distinct levels. These levels are described succinctly by Liddy (1998): 7. Pragmatic: Understanding the purposeful use of language in situations, particularly those aspects of language which require world knowledge; The lower three levels of analysis deal with units the size of the word and smaller; the upper four levels of analysis deal with units of the size of the sentence and larger. In their discussion of a formal logic of questions, Prior and Prior (1955) state that a question is a sentence, just as a proposition is -but that a proposition "affirms or denies," while a question poses a condition (p. 43). Graesser and Black (1985) , in their book about questions and the psychological mechanisms that generate them, refer to questions as "sentences that call for a reply" (p. 3). It is only possible to analyze questions according to the upper four levels of analysis, as a question can only be understood at the level of the sentence or larger; outside of a question, individual words lose their interrogative power. Even that most quintessential word of questioning, "why," cannot be understood outside of an interrogative sentence: the question "why?" implies a context which disambiguates of the question. For example, the question "why?" is meaningless until one knows that, in context, the question may be understood as, for example, "why is the sky blue?," or "why does the Bush administration support a Constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriages?"
The difference between a declarative and an interrogative sentence is addressed by Speech Act Theory, which outlines three layers of a speech act: (1) locutionary acts are acts of uttering a series of sounds that have meaning, (2) illocutionary acts have force and convey the speaker's meaning, and (3) perlocutionary acts produce effects in the listener (Searle, 1995; Austin, 1999) . Thus, a question has the illocutionary force of conveying the speaker's information need, and the perlocutionary force of requiring a response from the listener.
A question also assumes that there is in fact a listener from whom a response will be forthcoming. Indeed, discourse analysis presupposes the existence of feedback and posits a listener who is an active participant in a conversation (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) .
A question, then, is like any speech act, in that it cannot stand alone as an utterance, but requires a reaction or response from the listener, followed by a response to the listener's response (Roberts and Bavelas, 1996) . At the higher levels of linguistic analysis, then, a question does not stand alone, but rather is one step in a larger conversation. Indeed, a question cannot be understood only from the initial speech act; a question can only be understood by participating in, or observing, a process of communicative collaboration.
Thus we have three different perspectives on questions: from QA, reference, and linguistics. QA takes a prima facie approach to questions, assuming that the way in which they are stated is perfectly clear, needs no disambiguation, and perfectly conveys an information need. Linguistics treats questions as individual acts within a larger conversation, and that these acts convey the meaning that the speaker has an information need, and compels the listener to respond. The approach to questions taken by reference is an application of the approach from linguistics: a question cannot stand on its own, but through conversation may be disambiguated and ultimately responded to.
Survey of Existing Question Taxonomies
These three fields were reviewed to identify question taxonomies because all three contain a body of work in which types of questions are identified, and questions are classified according to one or more schemes. The subsequent section is a review of these classification schemes.
In the course of this review, five question taxonomies were identified in these bodies of literature. These five question taxonomies are as follows:
1. Wh-words 2. Subjects of questions 3. The functions of expected answers to questions 4. The forms of expected answers to questions 5. Types of sources from which answers may be drawn
Wh-Words
"The Five Ws" is a simple and common classification of questions in English. It is learned in school at an early age as the standard way to construct a question in English (at least it was when the author was in school at an early age). The Five Ws are also a tradition of journalistic writing style, going hand-in-hand with the "inverted pyramid": in the traditional news story, the most important elements must be included in the opening paragraph. These most important elements are Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How. The fact that the Five Ws are actually five Ws and an H is merely a reflection of the perversity of spelling in English.
Perhaps because the Five Ws is such a common and intuitive way of thinking about questions (at least for English speakers), it is popular in the literature on questions and question answering. Indeed, Rackstraw (1972a, 1972b) devote two entire volumes to an investigation of wh-words, the forms of questions based on these words, and the forms of answers to these questions. Robinson and Rackstraw define wh-words as "the total set of lexically marked interrogative words" (1972a, p. 2). By "lexical set"
Robinson and Rackstraw mean a distinct group of words that can be used in "similar linguistic environments" (p. 39). Thus, for Robinson and Rackstraw, the wh-words are a set of words that can all be used to form an interrogative sentence -in other words, a question. As a corollary, any sentence containing a wh-word is a question, according to Robinson and Rackstraw. Despite a certain elegance in the simplicity of the Five Ws, Robinson and Rackstraw (1972a) The taxonomy of wh-questions, according to Robinson and Rackstraw (1972a) , is as follows:
• Who
• Which
• What
• When
• Where
• Why
• How
There are, however, two problems with limiting the domain of questions to only sentences containing a wh-word: (1) questions are not necessarily phrased using a whword, and (2) statements phrased using a wh-word are not necessarily questions. That is, a question can be phrased as a statement, but be interpreted and accepted as a question. (Graesser and Black, 1985, p. 27) .
Several TREC QA systems use wh-words as the primary criterion for the analysis and logical representation of questions (Moldovan et al., 1999; Hovy, Hermjakob, and Lin, 2001; Kwok et al., 2001) . Some of these systems subdivide wh-types -for example, into such classes as WHY-FAMOUS-PERSON and ABBREVIATION-EXPANSION. The purpose of this subdivision of wh-types is to enable QA systems to recognize "the semantic type of the desired answer" (Hovy, Hermjakob, and Lin, 2001, p. 167) . These "semantic types" combine the subject of a question and the information about that subject about which the question is asking. To use the WHY-FAMOUS-PERSON question "What is Jane Goodall famous for?" as an example: the wh-type is Why, the subject is Jane Goodall, and the question is asking about the cause or reason for her fame.
Such QA systems treat this subdivision as hierarchical: the first level of classes are whwords, and the second level are semantic types. In fact it may be more accurate to treat this classification of questions as a simple faceted scheme: one facet is wh-words, one facet is subject, and one facet is the function of the desired answer or the gap (Dervin, 1983 ) that the answer should fill. QA systems conflate these facets because it may be simpler to write algorithms that way, and additionally, in system-building, being theoretically rigorous is not the most important criteria -rather, what is most important is building a system that works.
Without perhaps meaning to, however, these TREC QA systems have moved beyond the simple taxonomy of wh-words, and have made some strides towards our next two question taxonomies: subjects of questions and the functions of answers.
Subjects of Questions
Many classification schemes exist that organize entities according to their subjects. These frequently take the form of thesauri, both general (e.g., the Library of Congress Subject
Headings (Library of Congress, 1992), the Dewey Decimal Classification (Mitchell et al., 1996) , and the Sears List of Subject Headings (Mooney, 1991) ) and subject-specific (e.g., Organization by subject has been a common means for classifying documents at least since Melvil Dewey first conceived of his subject scheme in 1873, and probably for a long time before that. Once the leap was made in libraries to thinking about other types of artifacts as intellectual entities (such as art and architecture), then it was a smaller step to thinking about questions (non-print and indeed, immaterial entities) as intellectual entities that could be classified. And indeed, organization by subject was the first approach taken to the classification of questions. Perhaps the earliest example of a classification scheme for questions dates back three-quarters of a century. Conner (1927) used the ten main classes of the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) to classify questions recorded by the reference department of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. What is perhaps most interesting about Conner's classification is that she applies the same scheme that is used to classify materials in the library to also classify reference questions. Conner analyzes the percentages of questions received by the reference department in her library in order to make recommendations as to the content of courses in library school, so that future librarians would be prepared to answer questions on the most commonly asked subjects.
The assumption implicit in Connor's classification is that the same scheme used to classify materials from which answers may be derived is appropriate for questions, and further, that there is a one-to-one, or at least one-to-many, correspondence between the question and the source(s) in the library's collection that contain an answer.
To be fair, reference services to this day tend to treat reference questions exclusively in terms of their subject. Many reference evaluation tools require that the subjects of questions be recorded (King, 1982; Murfin and Gugelchuk, 1987) , the intention being to identify subjects on which it is difficult for reference librarians to answer questions, or to which reference librarians frequently cannot give accurate answers (Rothstein, 1964; Crews, 1988) . Some of the more recent work in developing standards for evaluating digital reference services suggests that the subject of a question is an important component of data to be collected about the types of questions received by a service (White, 2001s; McClure, et al., 2002) .
There are many subject classification schemes in existence, but subject-based schemes for classifying questions fall into two categories: those based on pre-existing document classification schemes, and "home-grown" schemes. The former type of question classification scheme is based on the same set of assumptions made by Conner (1927) : 
The Functions of Expected Answers
While the previous two taxonomies -wh-words and subjects -are purely classifications of questions, this taxonomy also considers the answer to the question, in classifying the question. Or more accurately, this taxonomy considers the answer that is expected, before it is actually formulated -as reference librarians know, an answer often turns out to be more complex than is apparent a priori, from consideration of the question on its face.
As discussed above, a discourse analytic approach to questions presupposes a response and a listener from whom that response will be forthcoming. The response is compelled by the illocutionary force of the question, which conveys the speaker's information need.
The future existence of an answer is therefore assumed when a question is asked. In this spirit, Hermjakob (2001) suggests that to determine how best to answer a question, "it is important to classify questions with respect to their answer types" (p. 18). The example that Hermjakob provides is the question "How tall is Mt. Everest?" This question cannot be answered unless it is first understood that the desired answer will consist of a measurement quantity. The speaker's information need leads to the speaker formulating a question, and the question compels an answer whose function is to fulfill that information need. It is this information need / answer function pairing that is the basis for the present taxonomy. Graesser, McMahen, and Johnson (1994) state that this taxonomy defines question classes "on the basis of the content of the information sought" by the question (p. 520). The term "content," however, is ambiguous in that it can mean any type of content, both subject matter and the information concerning the subject about which the question is asking. Rather, the function of an expected answer is similar to the "semantic types" discussed above, utilized by some TREC QA systems, minus the subject: the function of an expected answer is the function the answer fulfills in meeting the questioner's information need.
This taxonomy was originally developed by Lehnert (1978) for use in her storyunderstanding system QUALM. Subsequently, this taxonomy was adopted by Graesser and colleagues for several studies analyzing questions asked by individuals in a variety of real-world settings: while reading texts, while learning a new computer system, and while watching television news (Graesser, Lang, and Horgan, 1988) . Over time, Graesser and colleagues (Graesser, Person, and Huber, 1992; Graesser, McMahen, and Johnson, 1994) developed a theoretical model of question-asking behavior. This taxonomy reached its most fully developed form in Graesser, McMahen, and Johnson. In this developed form, this taxonomy is divided into classes that require short versus long answers. This taxonomy, as presented by Graesser, McMahen, and Johnson, is as follows:
<INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE> Lehnert (1978) and Graesser and colleagues utilize this taxonomy as a theoretical framework: Lehnert for the construction of a story-understanding system, and Graesser and colleagues for studying questioning behavior. It is left to other researchers to utilize this taxonomy to classify actual questions from real questioners. Curiously, most of the use of this taxonomy has been in medical environments. Keyes (1996) utilized this taxonomy to classify a set of queries associated with a database of documents on cystic fibrosis. Stavri (1996) utilized this taxonomy to classify physicians' questions during the process of making preliminary diagnoses. Smith (2002) utilized this taxonomy to classify artificial questions simulating those that are asked by clinicians about patients. These three studies demonstrate the usefulness of this taxonomy for classifying questions "from the field," as it were, from real questioners with real information needs. White (1998) , however, was the first to utilize this taxonomy to analyze questions asked at reference desks, both by the patron and by the reference librarian.
The taxonomy of functions of expected answers, as discussed above, is not truly a classification of questions, but is rather a hybrid, a classification of question-answer pairs. The following two taxonomies, on the other hand, are purely classifications of answers.
The Forms of Expected Answers
The need for standards for measurement and evaluation of reference services has been 1981) . These two types of reference transactions are as follows:
• Reference transactions: "involves the knowledge, use, recommendation, interpretation, or instruction in the use of one or more information sources by a member of the reference/information staff," • Directional transactions: "provides assistance in finding and using library services, collections and facilities" (White, 1981, pp. 33-34) .
The LIBGIS definitions were the first standardization of types of reference transactions, and for the first time provided a classification (simple as it is) of the types of services provided at a reference desk. Also for the first time, the LIBGIS enabled reference services at different libraries, holding different collections and serving different communities of patrons, to share reference statistics (Kaske and Aluri, 1980) . Additionally, researchers conducting evaluation studies of reference services could utilize the LIBGIS classes (Herner, Vellucci, and Leyman, 1972; Phenix, 1983 ).
The classes "reference" and "directional" are, however, extremely broad. As a result, some researchers and libraries divided these classes into a variety of subclasses (White, 1981; Phenix, 1983) . Rothstein (1964) , predicting the classification to come, discusses grouping questions into the following types: directional, ready reference, search (or research), and readers' advisory (p. 458). Seng (1978) discusses three question types: first, direction, and then two that are subclasses of the LIBGIS reference class, but which Seng defines in a unique way: information (a question that "is concerned with information resources and/or their use"), and general (a reference question "answered through the use of information resources") (p. 22). Brown (1985) drops the directional class entirely, and divides questions into informational (any question that can be answered using ready reference sources such as the card catalog or telephone directory) and reference (any question that requires non-ready reference sources to answer it) (p. 294). Fogarty (1995) discusses the following four types: directional, instructional, ready reference, and extended reference (p. 20).
These variations on the LIBGIS theme demonstrate that even given a standard, different services will modify and extend that standard to accommodate their specific situation and requirements. Equally interesting is the amount of "convergent evolution" that has occurred surrounding this taxonomy. Several researchers and libraries explicitly modified the LIBGIS classes. Equally many, however, independently developed question classification schemes that resembled the LIBGIS scheme, and either did not know of the existence of the LIBGIS scheme, or simply did not mention it (Lynch, 1978; Bunge, 1990; Dewdney and Mitchell, 1996; Stalker and Murfin, 1996; Carter and Janes, 2000) .
Looking across all of these variations on a theme, the following taxonomy of the forms of the expected answer to a question can be constructed:
<INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE> The fact that this and the next taxonomy are so prevalent in the literature on reference is evidence that classification is a necessary component of the process of understanding a question. As Burger and others (2001) argue, the cognitive process of classifying questions may be unconscious, but it is necessary for understanding a question. The effort on the part of LIBGIS and its successors to formalize the taxonomy of forms of expected answers is an indication that part of the process of understanding a question for a reference librarian is to classify that question according to the task that the librarian must perform in order to formulate an appropriate answer. Reference librarians are trained to interview patrons to "get to the bottom" of their information need: to identify the patron's real question (on the assumption that the patron's initial question is often not their real question), and the patron's expectations about the form in which an answer will be presented. It is therefore natural that as a result reference librarians should come to view the process of question-answering as being tied to the form in which the answer is formulated, and the amount of work that will be required to formulate that answer. This taxonomy takes both of those things into account: in order to classify a question according to the form of an expected answer to that question (before it is actually formulated), one must consider both the presentation of the answer and the amount of work that will be necessary to formulate an answer that may be presented in that form.
Types of Sources from Which Answers May Be Drawn
The final taxonomy that will be reviewed is another classification of answers rather than of questions. This taxonomy is of types, or genres of information sources in which answers to questions may be located. This taxonomy reinforces the point made above that part of the process of understanding a question, for a reference librarian, is to classify that question according to the task that must be performed in order to formulate an answer.
The reference librarian's task that is the basis for this taxonomy is the consultation of one or more information sources in performing the action of formulating an answer.
This taxonomy has not, to the author's knowledge, actually been used to classify questions, but it is included here because it is prevalent in the literature on library reference. Taylor (1968) states that "when an inquirer approaches the reference desk, he has some picture in mind as to what he expects his answer to look like, i.e. format, data, size, etc." (p. 187). Taylor goes on to state that the job of the reference librarian, through the vehicle of the reference interview, is to alter the patron's a priori notion of what the answer should "look like." In many cases, the patron's notion gives way to the librarian's notion of what the answer should look like. It could be argued that this is as it should be, since the librarian is the expert in answering reference questions and knows what sorts of answers can be provided using the library's collection. Others, such as Dervin (1977) and White (1989) , argue that because the process of query negotiation is a process of communication, the librarian and patron should arrive at a common ground in terms of formulating an answer.
In either case, it is ultimately the reference librarian that guides the patron to an information source or sources, and to an answer within a source, if an answer exists.
There are, of course, many types of questions for which the patron may hope that no answer exists (patent searches, for example), though even for these questions the reference librarian would still guide the patron to information sources. In order to accomplish this, reference librarians' training includes acquiring an understanding of the variety of different genres of information sources that exist, and the sorts of information that can be located in each one. Indeed, this classification of answer sources is so ingrained in reference librarianship that several textbooks on reference librarianship devote entire chapters to each of these genres (Slavens, 1985; Katz, 1997a; Bopp and Smith, 2001) , and some reference evaluation instruments ask the librarian to specify the genre of the source in which the answer was located (King, 1982) . Richardson (1995) suggests that "the essential reference task" is the classification of a question according to these genres. This statement illustrates how deeply ingrained these genres are in the practice of reference librarianship. Richardson describes twelve reference formats (p. Of course, not all questions may be answered using only one, or even one type of information source. An answer to a question such as "What are the consequences for libraries of the USA PATRIOT Act," for example, may be compiled from information scattered across more than one type of source: perhaps some combination of government publications, publications from nonprofit organizations, and legal documents. This taxonomy, therefore, must be treated as violating the rule of mutual exclusivity that often considered a fundamental characteristic of classification schemes (Ranganathan, 1957) .
Discussion of Existing Question Taxonomies
The first goal of this paper was to identify existing classification schemes for questions.
The preceding sections have presented these classification schemes. In order for these taxonomies to be utilized by TREC-like QA systems for digital reference services, however, it is necessary to determine which taxonomies will be the most useful for that purpose.
As discussed above, several TREC QA systems classify questions utilizing a combination of the taxonomy of wh-words, a classification of subjects, and the taxonomy of functions of expected answers. Thus it is these taxonomies on which the most work has been done in developing actual QA systems. On the one hand, these taxonomies are the most useful for developing QA systems for digital reference services, since at this point in time the QA algorithms utilizing these taxonomies are the most sophisticated.
The taxonomy of functions of expected answers has been used for classifying questions in a variety of real-world environments, including desk reference. The taxonomy of forms of expected answers and the taxonomy of types of sources from which answers may be drawn have received even more use in library reference, having been derived directly from reference librarians' training. On the other hand, these taxonomies are the most useful for developing QA systems for digital reference services, since they are the most closely aligned with practice in reference librarianship.
The taxonomy of functions of expected answers is the only one of the five taxonomies presented above that has been utilized for question classification both by existing QA systems and library reference research. If only one taxonomy had to be selected, the taxonomy of functions of expected answers would therefore seem the logical choice to use in QA systems for digital reference services. It is not necessary, however, to select only one taxonomy for this purpose. Existing QA systems currently utilize a combination of three taxonomies; there is no reason why more taxonomies could not be utilized if it would improve their performance. While it would be difficult for a human to hold five taxonomies in his or her head and to classify a question according to all five simultaneously, a computer algorithm has no such limitation. The author suggests, therefore, that all five of the taxonomies presented above should be utilized in QA systems for digital reference services.
The reason that Burger and others (2001) call for question taxonomies is that classification, they suggest, is one step in the interpretation of questions. Burger and others state that "before a question can be answered, it must be first understood" (p. 7), and part of this understanding, this interpretation of questions, is classification of the question. Burger and others would undoubtedly agree that, since understanding is a complex task, more than one taxonomy would be useful to enable the full range of interpretations of questions.
The notion of faceted classification schemes was mentioned briefly above. The author suggests that the five taxonomies presented above should be treated as a faceted classification scheme. Faceted classification schemes allow entities to be classified according to several aspects of their content. Ranganathan (1965) , the originator of the idea of faceted classification, proposed five "Fundamental Categories," or dimensions, along which entities could be classified: Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, and Time (PMEST). Ranganathan uses the diesel engine as an example: a diesel engine has Personality in that it "is a piece of iron made functional and endowed with a personality of its own" (p. 212). A diesel engine is an object of composed Matter, it is a manifestation of Energy, and it exists in Space and Time. Other classificationists have expanded on Ranganathan's ideas, and Vickery (1966) suggests that PMEST are not the only possible categories; facets may be any categories that are logical for the entities being classified.
The five taxonomies presented above form the facets along which it is logical for questions to be classified. But these facets are formed, as Ranganathan would have it, along dimensions. Burger and others (2001) do not use the word dimensions, but rather suggest that it is important to determine "criteria along which question taxonomies should be formed" (p. 7). The subsequent section will explore these criteria: the dimensions along which the taxonomies presented above are formed.
Linguistic Analysis of Question Taxonomies
The units of linguistic analysis at the "bottom" three levels -the phonological, morphological, and lexical levels -are units the size of the word and smaller. It does not make sense to discuss questions at these three levels of analysis, as a question has the illocutionary force of conveying the speaker's information need only at the level of the sentence or larger. Questions can, however, be discussed at the top four levels of analysis.
Since a question is a special type of sentence, it makes sense to treat questions according to units of analysis the size of the sentence and larger. Indeed, it will now be argued that the five taxonomies discussed above fall into the top four levels of linguistic analysis, as follows:
<INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE> Several QA systems that compete in the TREC QA track utilize natural language techniques, for example: Lasso (Moldovan et al., 1999) , Webclopedia (Hovy, Hermjakob, and Lin, 2001) , and the Center for Natural Language Processing's unnamed system (Diekema et al., 2000 (Diekema et al., , 2002 Chen et al., 2001) . It should come as no surprise, therefore, that the five taxonomies discussed above -three of which are used by some existing QA systems (wh-words, subjects of questions, and the functions of expected answers) -correspond to the top four levels of linguistic analysis. Let us start from the bottom of these four levels and work our way up.
Syntactic Level
The syntactic level of linguistic analysis deals with language as a mathematical system of symbols that are manipulated according to a set of rules (Chomsky, 1957) . Those rules compose the grammar of a language; a grammar is the set of rules according to which a sentence as a string of symbols is well-formed. Chomsky (1977) began the formalization of the use of Wh-words to indicate inquiry, but the use of Wh-words was developed into a formal logic by Prior and Prior (1955) . Prior and Prior (1955) decompose questions into a subject and a request. They use the word "subject" in an unconventional sense, to mean not the grammatical subject of the question, but the possible states of the world that are presupposed by the question. The request, therefore, identifies how many of these states are desired in the answer. For example, Whether-questions presuppose a finite set of alternatives, as in the question "Is John going home?," for which the set of possible states of the world is that John either is or is not going home. Thus, while the grammatical subject of this question is John, the subject according to Prior and Prior's formal logic of questions is John's home-going.
The request, therefore, identifies that the desired answer is one that specifies which of John's alternative home-going states is true: that John either is or is not going home (Belnap and Steel, 1976, pp. 19-22) . Which-questions, on the other hand, presuppose an unbounded set of alternatives, as in the question "Which person is going home?" (Belnap and Steel, 1976, pp. 22-23 ).
Prior and Prior's formal logic thus treats questions as a way of referring to alternative states of the world utilizing the rules of grammar: certain presuppositions lie behind the question qua sentence, and the particular Wh-word used in asking the question specifies how the response is expected to address those presuppositions. The taxonomy of Whwords falls into the syntactic level of linguistic analysis because it classifies questions according to the particular word that is used to form a sentence into a question. The Whword itself is the grammatical symbol that causes the "movement" from a sentence to a question, and the specific word used is important for the question to be well-formed grammatically.
Semantic Level
The semantic level of linguistic analysis deals with the meaning of speech acts.
According to Carnap (1957) , a speech act has both intension and extension: its intension is the proposition expressed by the speech act (e.g., the proposition that "Scott is human" (p. 27)), and its extension is the truth-value of the speech act (e.g., the truth of the proposition that Scott is human). The meaning of a speech act derives from both its intension and extension: in order to comprehend a speech act, one must comprehend the proposition expressed by it and its truth-value. For example, in order to comprehend a speech act about an "actual thing" such as Plato, one must comprehend that the speech act refers to Plato, and that Plato is an actual entity.
This act of reference is central to the use of language: certain words are names for empirical entities, such as "dog" and "Boston," while other words are names for abstract entities, such as "three" and "good" (Ryle, 1949) . There are a host of issues involved in the naming of entities and in the mechanism by which a name, once given, comes to be used (Evans, 1985; Kripke, 1980) . Once a name has been given, however, it is what Kripke calls a "rigid designator": the name refers to the specified entity in all possible worlds, regardless of whatever changes the entity might undergo. Thus, once a name has been given and is being used, all users of that name are referring to the same entity.
Taxonomies of subjects of questions fall into the semantic level of linguistic analysis because they classify questions according to rigid designators -names for entities that have been assigned (through whatever means) and are used to refer to those entities. The semantic level of analysis is absolutely central to understanding the process of question negotiation in library reference. As Taylor (1968) points out, the first thing that must be negotiated between a librarian and a patron is the "determination of subject" (p. 183). It is only because rigid designators exist -only because two individuals can use the same name to refer to the same thing -that meaningful communication is possible, that one individual can communicate that he or she has a gap in his or her knowledge of a subject and another individual can assist him or her to fill that gap.
Discourse Level
While the lower five levels of linguistic analysis deal with language within the bounds of single sentences and utterances, discourse analysis deals with language as it is used in interpersonal interactions. The archetypal interpersonal interaction that discourse analysis deals with is the face-to-face conversation between two individuals. Schegloff and Sachs (1973) and Sachs, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) propose a model of turn-taking in face-to-face conversation, in which, as a rule, one speaker speaks at a time, overlaps are infrequent, and techniques are used by both parties to allocate turns. Roberts and Bavelas (1996) expand on this model of turn-taking and propose a three-step model based on contributions to conversation and feedback between the speakers. This model is based on the premise that meaning is negotiated between the speakers, and that therefore a minimum of three steps are necessary in order for any communication to be successful.
Step one is the Utterance: simply, any single speech act, including non-verbal communication acts. The utterance is what Austin (1999) refers to as a locutionary act: an "act of saying something" (p. 94); simply the act of uttering a series of sounds that have meaning. Roberts and Bavelas' second step is the Reaction: the addressee's response to the initial speech act (again, verbal or non-verbal). The reaction reflects the addressee's interpretation of the initial speech act, which may be either correct (in that it corresponds to the speaker's interpretation of his or her own speech act), or incorrect. Roberts and Bavelas state that the Reaction "may consist of a request for clarification, a formulation or reformulation, or other explicit comment," or it may simply be an "appropriate continuation" (p. 142) to the conversation, thus signaling that the Utterance was understood and that the conversation can move on, assuming the Utterance as common ground. The third step is the Confirmation: the speaker's reaction to the addressee's reaction. Again, this may be verbal or non-verbal, and may be a request for clarification or a continuation. In the Confirmation, the speaker validates that the addressee's interpretation of the initial speech act was either correct or incorrect, and, with the Confirmation statement, may correct the addressee's interpretation at the same time. In this way, mutual acceptance of the initial speech act is accomplished.
The taxonomy of functions of expected answers to questions falls into the discourse level of linguistic analysis because it classifies questions according to the information need indicated by the stated question. An example will serve to illustrate this. The utterance "How does quinine work?" is a simple enough speech act on its face. But the reaction to that question may take several forms: it may be an answer, or it may be some form of clarification, such as to clarify whether the questioner wishes to know how quinine works chemically when ingested by a human being (a process answer), or how well it works under certain conditions (a value judgment answer). A reference librarian might argue that it is only when this clarification is accomplished that the original question can and should be answered. The confirmation, then, would serve to validate the interpretation of the question as being an indication of one or another category of information need: a request for an explanation of how quinine performs the actions it does when ingested, or the value of ingesting quinine under certain conditions. It is only through this turn-taking, which allows feedback to occur between the speakers engaged in a conversation, that the information need expressed by the questioner's initial utterance may be properly understood and mutually accepted as common ground.
Pragmatic Level
Pragmatics builds on discourse analysis in that it addresses the role of language beyond the conversation, and considers language use in a broad social context. Indeed, so many phenomena have been considered under the name of pragmatics that Bar-Hillel (1971) referred to it as a "wastebasket." The important consideration here is that pragmatics considers the interaction between language use and world knowledge.
The final two taxonomies discussed above fall into the pragmatic level of analysis: the taxonomies of forms of expected answers to questions, and of types of sources from which answers may be drawn. Both of these taxonomies partition entities according to their genre. Orlikowski and Yates (1994) define genre as "a distinctive type of communicative action, characterized by a socially recognized communicative purpose and common aspects of form" (p. 543). The socially recognized communicative purpose for which these taxonomies exist is the process of question answering; the common aspects of form differ for each taxonomy. As discussed above, the taxonomy of forms of expected answers classifies answers, and partitions these entities according to that content of the answer that affects the format in which the answer is provided. The taxonomy of types of sources classifies the information sources in which answers may be located, and partitions these entities according to characteristics of those sources -characteristics that are well known to reference librarians and are explicated in any number of textbooks on references service (see, for example: Bopp and Smith, 2001; Katz, 1997a Katz, , 1997b . A considerable amount of schooling is required to teach librarians about the content contained in the various types of reference sources thoroughly enough to know which type of source to consult in answering various types of questions, not to mention the training required to completely and accurately answer questions and to structure that answer appropriately to the content. This world knowledge, shared by the community of reference librarians, has over time shaped the genres of answer forms and of information sources; these genres have likewise shaped the speech acts that reference librarians utilize in answering questions.
Discussion of Linguistic Analysis
A taxonomy was identified at each of the top four levels of linguistic analysis; it does not, however, follow that these taxonomies are the only ones that may exist at each of these four levels of analysis. Indeed, there are many classification schemes that currently exist at the Semantic level of analysis -that is, many schemes that classify entities according to subject: the Library of Congress Subject Headings, the Dewey Decimal Classification, the ASIS Thesaurus of Information Science, and the Medical Subject Headings were among those mentioned above. There may also be equally large numbers of taxonomies at the other levels of linguistic analysis, which simply have not yet been developed.
Further, it is possible to imagine question taxonomies formed along non-linguistic dimensions. Just as the five taxonomies discussed above are by no means the only taxonomies according to which questions may be classified, so too these four levels of analysis are by no means the only levels of analysis along which it is possible to develop classification schemes. Future work is called for to identify these taxonomies and the dimensions along which they are formed.
Looking only at taxonomies formed along the levels of linguistic analysis, however, it becomes more difficult to classify questions the higher up in the levels of linguistic analysis one goes. It is simple enough, for example, to automatically identify which whword is used in a question. Automatic identification of the subject of a question can also be accomplished with great success; QA systems that utilize natural language techniques have demonstrated by their success in the TREC QA track that this can be accomplished.
It is more difficult, however, to identify the information need underlying a question or the patron's expectations about the form in which an answer will be presented, without some interaction with the patron. In reference work this interaction takes the form of the reference interview; in information retrieval this interaction takes the form of relevance feedback.
A new task was introduced in the Question Answering Track of the 2001 TREC conference (Voorhees, 2001) : the "context task" was intended to test QA systems' ability to track context through a series of questions. As Voorhees writes, "the interpretation of a question later in the series could depend on the meaning or answer of an earlier question in the series" (The Context Task section, ¶ 2). This ability to track context was designed as a first step towards more human-like dialogue between the user and the QA system. In other words, the ability to track context would allow a QA system to pose questions to the user and collect relevance feedback, in a manner could begin to emulate the reference interview. As it turned out, the context task as conceived for the 2001 TREC conference was "not a suitable methodology for evaluating context-sensitive processing" of questions (The Context Task section, ¶ 4). Nevertheless, the idea of context-sensitive processing of questions is a useful one, and one that has the potential, once a suitable methodology is formulated, to allow QA systems to interact with the patron to identify elements that are currently difficult to automatically identify, such as the information need underlying a question or the patron's expectations about the form in which an answer will be presented.
In order for automatic context-sensitive processing of questions to be possible, it is necessary for questions to be interpreted as thoroughly as possible. In order for questions to be interpreted thoroughly by QA systems, it is necessary that they be interpreted on as many levels of analysis as possible. In order for questions to be interpreted on many levels by QA systems, it is necessary to identify those levels, and the question classification schemes that exist at those levels. The levels of linguistic analysis presented above are important, if not the only, levels of analysis according to which questions can be interpreted. These four levels of linguistic analysis are the criteria according to which the five question taxonomies presented above are formed. QA systems that classify questions according to these levels of linguistic analysis have the potential to arrive at sophisticated and human-like interpretation of questions. A symbiosis between digital reference and QA systems will rely on such human-like interpretation of questions.
Conclusion
The NIST Roadmap document (Burger et al., 2001) lays out a vision for the development of QA systems participating in the TREC QA track, according to which QA systems will ultimately have the functionality to provide expert-level answers to expert-level questions. Some QA systems are already well on their way to this goal. The Center for Natural Language Processing at Syracuse University, for example, is currently developing a system to answer questions in the domain of aerospace engineering posed by undergraduate students in that field (Diekema et al., 2003) . Cohen et al. (1998) describe several systems developed for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) High-Performance Knowledge Base (HPKB) Project for question answering and problem solving in the domain of military systems.
These systems are impressive, and do indeed fulfill the goal of providing expert-level answers to expert-level questions. These systems are, however, limited to narrow domains: materials science and military systems, for the systems just mentioned. The QA systems that participate in the TREC QA track, on the other hand, are able to answer questions across domains, but the questions that they are able to answer are far from expert-level. The current trend in the development of QA systems appears to be to first address the extremes: simple, open-domain questions and complex, narrow-domain questions. In order for QA systems to gain a wider usefulness it is certainly necessary that they be able to provide expert-level answers to expert-level questions. But it is also necessary that they be able to provide acceptable answers to any questions. A combination of depth and breadth will allow QA systems to be implemented beyond the research test-beds in which they have to date been implemented.
A type of question answering service exists -has existed for well over a century -that specializes in providing answers to any question: library reference services. This author suggests that the next Roadmap document must lay out a vision for the development of QA systems to emulate library reference services, in their ability to provide answers of varying levels of complexity, to questions of varying levels of complexity. This paper started with a call for automation to assist reference services to scale up to handle an increasingly large number of questions. The argument was made that as question answering systems are developing, they are moving closer towards humanintermediated reference services in that they are becoming more realistic, gaining the functionality to answer questions in open domains and to provide expert-level answers to expert-level questions. Part of this development of QA systems was a call for criteria according to which taxonomies of questions may be formed. This paper reviewed the literature from several fields that deal with questions, and identified question taxonomies that exist in these bodies of literature. Five question taxonomies were identified in these bodies of literature, which occupy the top four levels of linguistic analysis.
Question taxonomies are crucial to the development of QA systems because such taxonomies allow the classification of questions as one of the first steps in the interpretation of the question. QA systems that utilize question taxonomies may further pair specific question classes with algorithms for handling questions within those classes, thus enabling the automation of question answering on a class-by-class basis. The NIST Roadmap document (Burger et al., 2001 ) calls for criteria according to which taxonomies of questions may be formed. It is suggested that the levels of linguistic analysis are important criteria for the formation of question taxonomies. This author suggests that question taxonomies at the various levels of linguistic analysis will prove to be crucial to the development of QA systems because such taxonomies allow the classification of questions along a number of dimensions, much as human interpretation of questions is accomplished. This question classification may not be a conscious, but it is a necessary cognitive process in the interpretation of a question and the determination of the appropriate content and form of the answer. If QA systems are to become more realistic, if they are to emulate human expert question answering, they must utilize a range of techniques utilized by human expert question answerers. 
Long Answer
Request / directive The speaker wants the listener to perform an action. Exact reproduction Questions asking for pictorial and textual materials, taken directly from an information source and unchanged.
Description
Questions asking for a description of something, briefer in length than the original thing (basically, an abstract).
Readers advisory Questions asking for assistance in the choice of books or the gathering of data.
Bibliographic instruction
Questions asking for assistance in use of information source(s).
Research
Questions asking for involved answers; the answer should require some effort and wide use of information sources to formulate.
Citation list
Questions asking for a list of information sources on a particular subject.
Analysis
Questions asking for some form of data analysis, whatever that data might be -scientific, social, financial, etc.
Questions of this type might ask for trends, pro or con arguments, cause and effect, compare and contrast, etc.
Critique
Questions asking for an evaluative discussion of a particular subject. (E.g.: a movie review, Cliffs notes-like analyses of a book, etc.) 
